
Birch and Tulip Class Home Learning Challenges for June 11th 

                                                                                                                                                 
Hello Year 1, 

Here are the new activities for those of you working at home. I hope you enjoy them:-  

 

                                                  
 

Challenge:    Can you make the sounds you would hear in your fantasy forest! 

 

In Maths, we are going to measure. Ask your grown up to give you some lego bricks, or paper 

clips, or pennies. (They need to be the same size.) You are going to use them to measure 

some objects. Take your pencil and put the lego, paper clips or pennies under it in a line – how 

many paper clips long is your pencil? Now measure some other things – your shoe, a spoon, a 

book and a toy. What else can you measure?                           

 

 
 

Challenge: What could you use to measure something longer such as your bed? 

In Science, an animal quiz!  You might need an animal book, the internet (try Kindle) or a 

helpful grown up! Can you find the names of… 

1 – the largest animal in the world                                3 animals with shells 

1 – the fastest animal in the world                               4 animals with long tails 

2 animals with tusks                                                     4 animals with NO legs 

2 animals with stripes                                                  5 animals that can run fast 

3 animals with spots                                                     5 animals that live in a jungle 

 

If you would choose, which animal would you like to be? 

 

Have you watched the phonics videos from Mrs Deeojee and Mrs Benjamin yet! 

 

Have fun! 

 

Love from, 

Mrs Vitty and Ms Trayer 
 

In English, we are reading the book ‘Where The Wild Things 

Are’ by Maurice Sendak. You can find it on the internet or may 

even have it at home. Look carefully. The fantasy setting is a 

forest – how do you know it’s not real? 

Draw, paint or collage (use cut or torn pieces of different 

coloured papers or fabric) your own fantasy forest. Write some 

adjectives to describe it e.g. long, spiky leaves. 
 

     The pencil is 4 paper clips long. 

Top tip: Make sure the first paper clip is right at 
the beginning of the pencil. 


